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Abstract.4
For decades, monochromatic large-scale ultra low frequency (ULF) waves5
with a period of about 30 seconds have been observed upstream of the quasi-6
parallel bow shock. These waves typically propagate obliquely with respect7
to the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), while the growth rate for the in-8
stability causing the waves is maximized parallel to the magnetic field. It has9
been suggested that the mechanism for the oblique propagation concerns wave10
refraction due to the spatial variability of the suprathermal ions, originat-11
ing from the E×B drift component. We investigate the ULF foreshock un-12
der a quasi-radial IMF with Vlasiator, which is a newly developed global hybrid-13
Vlasov simulation solving the Vlasov equation for protons, while electrons14
are treated as a charge-neutralizing fluid. We observe the generation of the15
30-second ULF waves, and compare their properties to previous literature16
and multipoint THEMIS spacecraft observations. We find that Vlasiator re-17
produces the foreshock ULF waves in all reported observational aspects. We18
conclude that the variability of the density and velocity of the reflected back-19
streaming ions determines the large-scale structure of the foreshock, which20
affects the wave frequency, wavelength and oblique propagation. We conclude21
that the wave refraction may also be at work for radial IMF conditions, which22
has earlier been thought of as an exception to the refraction mechanism due23
to the small E×B drift component. We suggest that additional refraction24
may be caused by the large-scale spatial variability of the density and ve-25
locity of the backstreaming ions.26
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1. Introduction
The interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) divides the Earth’s bow shock into roughly two27
regions according to whether the angle between the bow shock normal and the IMF (θBn)28
is more or less than 45◦ degrees. In the former (latter) case, the shock is called quasi-29
perpendicular (quasi-parallel). At the quasi-parallel shock, solar wind particles streaming30
towards the bow shock can reflect at the shock surface and stream back upstream along31
the IMF, forming a foreshock. The foreshock exhibits several kinds of waves and wave32
packets, for example 1 Hz waves, 3-second waves, sinusoidal and nearly sinusoidal 30-33
second waves, and shocklets and discrete wave packets [e.g., Hoppe et al. 1981; Russell34
and Hoppe, 1983; Russell et al. 1987; Greenstadt et al. 1995].35
Paschmann et al. [1980] investigated the ion distribution functions within the foreshock,36
and explained the energies of the backstreaming particles with a model that depends on37
the angles between the IMF, bow shock normal and the solar wind, and compared to38
18 events observed by the ISEE spacecraft. Using 2-dimensional ISEE spacecraft data,39
Paschmann et al. [1981] characterized and named a number of different ion distributions in40
the foreshock. They noted that the reflected populations have a fast beam well separated41
from the solar wind core population and have a strong temperature anisotropy. On the42
other hand Paschmann et al. [1981] characterized diffuse populations occupying a larger43
area in the phase space, where solar wind core population can be encapsulated by the44
diffuse ions. In between these two population types, Paschmann et al. [1981] observed45
transitions of intermediate populations, which led them to suggest that diffuse populations46
result from pitch angle scattering of the reflected beam populations.47
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In the category of large-amplitude 30-second waves, both left-handed and right-handed48
polarizations with similar frequencies, and wavelengths have been observed [Hoppe et al.,49
1981]. The left-handed waves are thought to originate from ion/ion beam instabilities,50
while the right-handed polarized waves may be caused by non-resonant firehose instability51
or by left-handed Alfvén/ion resonant instability [Gary , 1993]. Russell et al. [1987] inves-52
tigated the foreshock waves using two spacecraft, and found that the wave characteristics53
depend on where in the foreshock they are detected. The properties of the left-handed54
nearly sinusoidal waves are more monochromatic and more weakly compressive closer55
to the ion foreshock boundary [Sibeck et al., 2008] (later called the foreshock compres-56
sional boundary [Omidi et al., 2009; Rojas-Castillo et al., 2013]), while deeper in the57
foreshock they become more compressional and can steepen into shocklets [Greenstadt et58
al., 1995; Hoppe and Russell , 1983]. This paper concentrates on the quasi-monochromatic59
left-handed 30-second ultra low frequency (ULF) waves, thought to be due to the right-60
hand resonant ion-ion beam instability [Gary , 1993] arising from the backstreaming ion61
interaction with the solar wind population.62
The 30-second waves were first observed by Greenstadt et al. [1968] and Fairfield [1969],63
and their characteristics have since been the subject of many studies. Although they are64
called the 30-second waves for their period, a considerable spread in the period has been65
observed, ranging from 10 s to ∼55 s [Eastwood et al., 2005a]. The period depends on66
the IMF strength and cone angle [Takahashi et al., 1984] that ranges from radial IMF67
(0◦) to the typical Parker spiral condition (45◦) and beyond. The waves are right-handed68
in the plasma frame, and elliptically polarized [Le and Russell , 1994]. The wavelength69
is of the order of an Earth radius (RE) parallel to magnetic field [Le and Russell , 1994],70
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while in the perpendicular direction the wave size can be 8-18 RE [Archer et al., 2005].71
The distribution functions associated with the waves show often either a narrow field-72
aligned beam (closer to the foreshock compressional boundary), whereas otherwise the73
distributions are mostly observed as intermediate, diffuse or gyrophase bunched [Fuselier74
et al., 1986; Meziane et al., 2001; Mazelle et al., 2003; Kempf et al., 2015].75
One intriguing factor related to the 30-second waves is that while the growth rate of76
the instability giving rise to the waves maximizes in the direction parallel to the ambient77
magnetic field [Gary , 1993], the waves are observed to propagate obliquely, typically at78
about 20◦ with respect to the background magnetic field [Le and Russell , 1994; Eastwood79
et al., 2005b; Hsieh and Shue, 2013]. Eastwood et al. [2004] showed that the wave deflection80
occurs in the plane defined by the magnetic field and the solar wind velocity direction.81
Several attempts exist to explain the oblique propagation: Winske et al. [1985] proposed82
that the right-hand resonant instability due to gyrating ions is an important mechanism for83
wave growth near the bow shock, while Omidi et al. [1994] and Killen et al. [1995] showed84
that the beam-ring ion distributions may excite oblique waves. Hada et al. [1987] proposed85
a mechanism for the oblique propagation based on refraction. In their mechanism, waves86
are generated parallel to the magnetic field by instabilities due to the presence of the87
backstreaming ions. As the waves are advected downstream with the solar wind, they may88
encounter a nonuniform refractive index due to the spatial variation of the backstreaming89
ions. To be refracted, waves need to have a wave vector and a group velocity component90
along the gradient of the refractive index. For non-zero cone angles, the E×B drift of the91
beam ions leads to variations in the beam structure that are not aligned with the field92
and solar-wind advection transports the wave across the structured beam. Therefore,93
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refraction of waves initially generated in the parallel direction should occur. However,94
under radial IMF conditions the group velocity of parallel-propagating waves is along the95
field lines. If the structure of the beam varies across the field only due to the E×B drift,96
oblique waves would be present only for nonzero cone angles. Several observations state97
the opposite, and oblique propagation occurs even under quasi-radial IMF [Eastwood et98
al., 2005b; Hsieh and Shue, 2013], suggesting the oblique wave propagation is still not99
fully understood. Observations indicate that the waves bend in many directions, while100
the oblique propagation angle is not correlated with the wave frequency or polarization,101
the strength of the IMF, or the solar wind speed [Eastwood et al., 2005b; Hsieh and Shue,102
2013].103
Modelling the foreshock requires a simulation representing kinetic physics. With lim-104
ited computational resources in the past, local simulations have therefore prevailed [e.g.,105
Winske, 1985], while the global features of the shock have been out of reach to magnetohy-106
drodynamic simulations [e.g., Janhunen et al., 2012] due to insufficient ion-scale physics.107
Only during the past decade, computational resources have increased such that it has108
been possible to investigate the global features of the foreshock. The most common way109
to model the foreshock is by hybrid particle-in-cell methods (hybrid-PIC), where ions are110
particles launched to the simulation, while electrons are modeled as a charge-neutralizing111
fluid [Omidi et al., 2005; Blanco-Cano et al., 2006, 2009; Karimabadi et al., 2014]. These112
simulations have typically modeled two-dimensional setups with a down-scaled geomag-113
netic dipole. Despite the consequent uncertainties in the scale sizes of the system and even114
though the ion distribution functions have suffered from the limited number of particles115
used in the simulation, this approach has been able to reproduce the wave characteris-116
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tics. Blanco-Cano et al. [2009] investigated the ULF waves under radial IMF conditions,117
but did not identify a mechanism for the oblique propagation angle. Recently, a new118
global approach complementary to the hybrid-PIC based on the hybrid-Vlasov approach119
has been developed [Palmroth et al., 2013; von Alfthan et al., 2014]. This approach is120
computationally more demanding than the hybrid-PIC and it does not track the origin of121
particles inherently. However, the hybrid-Vlasov method produces an improved represen-122
tation of the ion distribution function [Pokhotelov et al., 2013; Kempf et al., 2015] without123
the numerical noise, and it is able to model the system without scaling the geomagnetic124
dipole strength, leading to correct scale sizes of the system.125
This article investigates the foreshock ULF waves under the special condition of nearly126
radial IMF, using the Vlasiator simulation in a two-dimensional setup. The target is first127
to investigate the ULF wave characteristics, and to validate the simulation results by128
comparing to earlier literature and experimental data recorded by THEMIS spacecraft129
[Angelopoulos, 2008]. Second, the almost radial IMF introduces an opportunity to inves-130
tigate the oblique propagation of the waves. The article is structured as follows: First, we131
briefly describe the Vlasiator simulation and the run setup for the radial IMF case. We132
then investigate the ULF wave characteristics within the foreshock, and compare to ear-133
lier literature. In Section 4 compare the characteristics to THEMIS observations. Finally,134
we discuss the problem of oblique propagation and present an initial idea for the oblique135
propagation mechanism under radial IMF, informed by the Vlasiator simulation results.136
2. Model Description
Vlasiator is a newly developed global hybrid-Vlasov model, where protons are described137
by the full distribution function f(r,v, t) in the phase space, and electrons are treated138
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as a charge-neutralizing fluid [von Alfthan et al., 2014]. This approach neglects electron139
kinetic effects but includes the ion kinetic effects without the numerical noise present in140
hybrid-PIC methods, in which the distribution function noise is typically controlled by141
increasing the number of launched particles. The time-evolution of f(r,v, t) is given by142
the Vlasov equation, propagated by a fifth-order accurate semi-Lagrangian approach [Zer-143
roukat and Allen, 2012; White and Adcroft , 2008]. The electromagnetic fields are solved144
using Maxwell’s equations neglecting the displacement current in the Ampère-Maxwell145
law. Maxwell’s equations are supplemented by Ohm’s law, including the Hall term ne-146
glected in previous Vlasiator versions [Palmroth et al., 2013; von Alfthan et al., 2014;147
Kempf et al., 2015]. The closure scheme, the numerical approach and the parallelization148
description can be found in von Alfthan et al. [2014], while newer additions to the code149
include the Semi-Lagrangian solver replacing the older Finite Volume Method, and the150
Hall term in Ohm’s law.151
Vlasiator was used to simulate an event with almost radial IMF conditions. The time-152
stationary solar wind conditions are given in Table 1. Due to computational resource153
limits, in this run the simulation box is 5D, where the ordinary space is solved in the154
ecliptic XY plane of the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system, while each155
ordinary space cell includes a separate velocity space self-consistently coupled to the ordi-156
nary space. The box size in ordinary space in this run is from −7 RE to 60 RE in X, and157
±30 in Y , with a resolution of 227 km, while the ion inertial length in this run is 125.4158
km (see Table 1). The velocity space resolution is 30 km/s. The solar wind conditions are159
introduced at the sunward wall of the simulation box, while at other boundaries copy con-160
ditions are employed, i.e., the full distribution function is copied from the nearest spatial161
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cell that is inside the simulation domain. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the162
Z direction of the ordinary space. The inner edge of the magnetospheric domain is set at163
a circle with a radius of 5 RE, from where the dipole field is mapped to the ionosphere,164
which currently is a perfect conductor. Vlasiator uses the actual unscaled geomagnetic165
dipole strength as a boundary condition.166
3. Modeling results
Figure 1a shows an overview of Vlasiator modeling of plasma density in the ecliptic167
plane under quasi-radial IMF conditions with 5◦ cone angle. The color-coding is taken168
from one time instant in the run, representing 500 s from the beginning of the run, by169
which time the foreshock has already developed. Magnetosheath is shown as red, and is170
bound on its inner and outer edges by the magnetopause and bow shock, respectively.171
The black dots indicate the positions of virtual spacecraft for which time series data are172
taken from the simulation for later analysis, while the grey dot is the position of the173
virtual spacecraft for which data are given in Fig. 2. The red dots refer to Section 4 and174
are discussed there. Figure 1b shows an example of the distribution function at position175
[X, Y ] = [18, -5] RE, as a cut of the velocity XZ plane.176
Figure 1a indicates that the foreshock wave field is visible approximately at 10 RE to 50177
RE in the X and about ±15 RE in Y , while at later time instants the wave field extends178
to the edge of the simulation domain in +X. The plasma density shows clear oblique179
wave fronts bent in many directions with respect to the ambient IMF. The wave fronts180
appear generally structured around and along two ‘backbones’ or ‘spines’ extending along181
the X axis, at approximately Y = −12 and 2 RE. Further, there is a clear difference in182
the oblique angle between the edges of the foreshock and the central foreshock. The solar183
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wind advects the wave fronts towards the bow shock surface (as shown in the animation184
given as supplementary material to this paper). Around [X, Y ] = [20, 0] RE the wave185
fronts show isolated areas of decreased density in comparison to the surrounding plasma,186
which appear to be consistent with the known properties of foreshock cavitons [Blanco-187
Cano et al., 2011]. Figure 1b presents two plasma populations, the core solar wind flowing188
with the solar wind velocity towards the Earth, and the population reflected at the bow189
shock, streaming along the positive X with approximately the speed of 500 km/s. For a190
more detailed discussion of the distribution function structure, see Kempf et al. [2015].191
Figure 2 shows temporal data from the virtual spacecraft positioned at [X,Y ] = [18,192
−5] RE (cf. Fig. 1). Panels 2a-e show density, magnetic field intensity |B|, and x,193
y, and z components of the magnetic field, respectively, as a function of time in the194
simulation. The density fluctuations are about 10-15% of the ambient solar wind. The195
fluctuations before about t = 520 s are more evenly structured, while after t = 520 s196
the virtual spacecraft is co-located with a region where the wave frequency and density197
amplitude increases. This region is the outskirt of the caviton-like structure visible in Fig.198
1. The waves are compressive, as they also have a magnetic depression of about 10-20%199
of the ambient magnetic field intensity (panels 2b-e), in line with e.g., Le and Russell200
[1994]; Eastwood et al. [2002]. The caviton-like structure exhibits smaller magnetic field201
fluctuations, consistent with typical features related to cavitons [Blanco-Cano et al., 2011].202
The Fourier transform of the magnetic field fluctuations (not shown) reveals clear peaks in203
the power spectral density at frequencies of 0.023 Hz, 0.025 Hz, 0.025 Hz, and 0.023 Hz as204
deduced from a Fourier transform using Bx, By, Bz, and B respectively, corresponding to205
wave periods of 40 s and 43.5 s. For a cone angle of 5◦, an estimation based on empirical206
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observations should be about 0.037 Hz, corresponding to a period of 27 s [Takahashi et207
al., 1984].208
Figure 3a shows a histogram of the wave periods, evaluated using the virtual spacecraft209
time series of the magnetic field z component. Even though there are 34 virtual spacecraft210
from which temporal data are analyzed, the Fourier spectrogram may exhibit more peaks211
at a single position, and hence there are more than 34 entries in Fig. 3a (only peaks212
above 40% of the maximum power spectral density are considered here). Figure 3a shows213
that most of the foreshock waves have a period of 30-40 s, while there are also longer214
and shorter period waves present. This is consistent with Eastwood et al. [2005a]. Other215
components of the magnetic field and the magnetic field intensity yield similar results for216
the period histogram.217
Figure 3b presents a histogram of the angle of propagation of the foreshock wave fronts.218
The angle is calculated using the virtual spacecraft magnetic field time series as input to219
a minimum variance analysis, where the minimum variance direction gives an estimate of220
the wave vector k [e.g., Hoppe et al., 1981]. The dot product of k with the ambient IMF221
direction gives θkB, which is the angle at which the wave front propagates with respect222
to the magnetic field. Figure 3b indicates that θkB varies mostly between 0
◦ and 20◦,223
peaks below 10◦, while larger angles are not absent. Again, this is in good agreement224
with Eastwood et al. [2005b], reporting that even with cone angles reaching radial IMF225
conditions the propagation angle is approximately between 5◦ and 20◦ (see Figure 5 of226
Eastwood et al. [2005b]).227
Figure 4 presents the foreshock wave field as a color plot of the Bz component repre-228
senting an Alfvénic disturbance. The figure (like Fig. 1) is a snapshot at 500 s from the229
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beginning of the simulation. Overlaid with Bz are contours of By that illustrate the waves.230
Black vectors are the x and y components of the minimum variance direction representing231
the wave front orientation. The minimum variance direction is calculated from the tem-232
poral magnetic field data of the virtual spacecraft using all simulation data during which233
the virtual spacecraft is within the foreshock proper (see Fig. 1). The colored straight234
lines through the dusk, central and dawn side of the foreshock refer to Figure 6.235
Let us first scrutinise the wave fronts using the color plot and the contours. Generally,236
the foreshock waves have oblique orientations tilted towards both positive and negative237
Y axis. The waves being born at the largest distances from the bow shock are roughly238
perpendicular to the magnetic field, before they are advected towards the bow shock239
surface. Typically, the wave fronts are bent towards the positive (negative) Y axis near240
the foreshock edges at positive (negative) Y . Near the bow shock surface closer than241
approximately 20 RE, the wave front orientations become more disorganized.242
Figure 4 illustrates that the minimum variance direction is generally a good indication243
of the wave front orientation in the foreshock. In 25 cases out of 34, the intermediate to244
minimum eigenvalue ratio of the minimum variance analysis is larger than 8, while in two245
cases it is between 1.8 and 2, indicating that generally the minimum variance analysis can246
be trusted [Eastwood et al., 2002]. Furthermore, near the bow shock surface, the waves are247
not as coherently oriented as further upstream, and hence the minimum variance direction248
also slightly deviates from the wave front normal direction at the corresponding virtual249
spacecraft positions.250
Figure 5 illustrates the wave period and propagation angle characteristics more quan-251
titatively as a function of location in the foreshock. Panel 5a shows the wave period as252
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a function of distance along the X axis, as determined by Fourier analysis of the virtual253
spacecraft Bz measurements. The wave periods from time series that have been observed254
in the dusk (dawn) side of the foreshock have been colored red (blue), respectively. The255
wave periods have a larger variation near the bow shock most probably due to more256
turbulent conditions there, while further upstream in the foreshock the waves are more257
consistently of the same period (30 − 40 s). The waves in the dusk side foreshock have258
shorter periods than waves in the dawn foreshock.259
Figure 5b shows the wave propagation angle with respect to the IMF direction as260
measured from the minimum variance analysis. Consistent with the visual analysis in261
Fig. 4, there is a clear break point in the propagation angle at 23 RE. Upstream of this262
distance, the wave propagation angles vary considerably. At 23 RE, the wave propagation263
angle is the smallest throughout the foreshock, while downstream of this distance the264
propagation angle spreads again, although this is not as pronounced as in the upstream265
area. The dawn side propagation angles tend to be slightly more oblique throughout the266
foreshock compared to the dusk side propagation angles. Based on Fig. 5a-b we conclude267
that the waves in the dusk foreshock appear shorter in period and their propagation angle268
is more aligned with the IMF, while the dawn foreshock waves have a larger period and269
a larger propagation angle with respect to the IMF.270
Figure 6a-c shows the Bz component evaluated at the dusk, central and dawn sides271
of the foreshock, at lines through the ordinary space illustrated with red, green and272
blue colors, respectively, in Fig. 4. Panels 6a-c indicate fully developed wave activity273
throughout the foreshock, with more evenly structured waves further upstream, and more274
deformed waves near the bow shock surface. There are high amplitude perturbations with275
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apparently shorter wavelength which appear near the bow shock surface. Especially close276
to the dawn edge of the foreshock, the wave amplitudes are relatively smaller near the277
bow shock surface and far upstream, while larger amplitudes are observed at distances of278
about 30 RE from the shock surface. In the central foreshock, the wave amplitudes are279
pronounced throughout, with the exception of the far upstream area. The waves appear280
to grow more easily at the edges of the foreshock, while the waves in the central foreshock281
appear to grow at slightly smaller distances; this can also be seen in the color-coding in282
Fig. 4.283
To evaluate the wavelength, in Fig. 6d we plot the distance between the wave peak284
amplitudes along each line, using the same color-coding, i.e., the red dots show the distance285
between the peak amplitudes on the red curve (Fig. 6a), which is a cut through the dusk286
side of the foreshock (see Fig. 4). Note that the wavelength is measured along the spatial287
cut that is not exactly parallel to the individual wave k. Figure 6 illustrates that the288
wavelengths vary approximately between 1 to 4 RE, in accordance with Le and Russell289
[1994]. The wavelengths decrease towards the shock surface. In particular we note that290
the wavelengths increase with increasing distance from the shock at the edges of the291
foreshock, while in the central foreshock the effect is not as clear.292
In the perpendicular direction, the wave sizes depend on the distance from the bow293
shock. Figure 4 indicates that near the bow shock surface the lengths of the wave fronts294
are about 5 RE and upwards in the perpendicular direction. Further upstream, some295
waves fronts can extend across the entire foreshock and hence the perpendicular scale296
e.g., at X = 25 RE can be over 20 RE. Furthest upstream, the wave perpendicular297
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scales are again closer to 5 RE. Archer et al. [2005] report wave sizes from 8 to 18 RE298
perpendicular to k, in agreement with the results here.299
Finally, we investigate the polarization of the foreshock wave field. Figure 7 shows the300
wave field polarization using data from the virtual spacecraft positioned at [18, -5] RE301
(see Fig. 1), for the time period 255.5 − 474.5 s (see Fig. 2), i.e., neglecting the waves302
associated with the region of caviton-like structures visible in Fig. 1. For evaluating the303
polarization, we define ∆B by removing the background magnetic field from the virtual304
spacecraft measurement. Then, we define a projection of the magnetic field in the XY305
plane as a dot product of the ∆B with a unit vector in the XY plane, defined as the306
cross product of the Z axis and the wave normal from the minimum variance analysis.307
Figure 7 shows the wave magnetic field in the XY plane against the wave magnetic field in308
the Z direction such that the direction towards the viewer is the wave k in the direction309
of the IMF, while the circle indicates the start of the time series. The polarization is310
elliptical and left-handed in the virtual spacecraft frame with respect to the magnetic311
field direction. However, polarization is defined in the plasma rest frame, and if the wave312
vector and the advection velocity are anti-parallel, as is the case with the foreshock waves,313
the handedness of the waves flips, making the intrinsic polarization of the waves in Fig.314
7 elliptical and right-handed. This is again in accordance with several previous papers,315
e.g., Hoppe et al. [1981]; Le and Russell [1994]; Eastwood et al. [2002, 2005a].316
4. Observations
Next, we wish to investigate, using spacecraft observations, how the Vlasiator modeling317
results correspond to actual foreshock wave properties. We searched the THEMIS 2008318
dayside season for periods with similar solar wind conditions whereby multipoint space-319
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craft observations in the foreshock were available. This resulted in one suitable event on320
July 16, 2008, when two of the THEMIS spacecraft (THEMIS-B and THEMIS-C) en-321
countered the foreshock region during which time the IMF vector B = [4.8, −1.6, −0.2]322
nT, corresponding to an IMF cone angle of 19◦. This IMF direction is almost antiparallel323
to the Vlasiator case. Table 1 shows a comparison between the solar wind and IMF pa-324
rameters for the Vlasiator run and the THEMIS event. We used lagged L1 data (which325
was validated by comparison with THEMIS) from the OMNI database. Figure 1a shows326
the THEMIS positions in the Vlasiator modeling of the foreshock using the geocentric in-327
terplanetary medium (GIPM) coordinate system [Bieber and Stone, 1979], which rotates328
about the Sun-Earth line such that the IMF is entirely in the second and fourth quadrants329
of XY plane. This makes the GIPM Z = 0 direction comparable to the simulation. In the330
THEMIS interval the z component of the IMF is small, and hence there is little difference331
between GSE and GIPM.332
Figure 8 shows THEMIS B and THEMIS C Fluxgate Magnetometer [Auster et al.,333
2008] and combined Electrostatic Analyser and Solid State Telescope [McFadden et al.,334
2008] data in panels a-d) and e-h), respectively, on July 16, 2008. In THEMIS B, there is335
a noticeable slope in Bz and By, and there are no suprathermal ions or upstream waves336
before about 23:04 UT. At 23:04 UT, the ions with energies up to 4 or 5 keV are reflected337
field-aligned ion beams (distributions not shown). This indicates that the spacecraft was338
outside the foreshock in the beginning of the plotted period. After this, a correlated339
compression in magnetic field and density follows as higher energy ions are observed,340
followed by ULF upstream waves. The transient signature is likely due to the motion of341
the foreshock compressional boundary (e.g. Sibeck et al. [2008]) in response to slight IMF342
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changes. Therefore, consistent with Fig. 1a, THEMIS spacecraft are near the foreshock343
boundary during the event.344
Throughout the plotted period, both THEMIS B and C show fluctuations in the mag-345
netic field Bz and By components, while the fluctuations in Bx are smaller. The density346
fluctuates in concert with the magnetic field are indicative of compressive waves, and as347
the fluctuations are accompanied by suprathermal ions, we conclude that the spacecraft348
are in the ULF foreshock and observe upstream ULF waves [Le and Russell , 1994]. At349
THEMIS C, which is close to the bow shock surface, the fluctuations are larger both in350
the magnetic field as well as in density, signifying wave growth towards the bow shock.351
Figure 9 shows the Vlasiator data at THEMIS B and THEMIS C as defined in Fig.352
1. The simulation time is the same as physical time. Panels 9a and 9c are the mag-353
netic field components and intensity, while panels 9b and 9d are the plasma density. The354
color-coding and the axis limitations are the same as in Fig. 8 to facilitate comparison355
to spacecraft observations. At THEMIS B positioned upstream of THEMIS C, the fluc-356
tuations are similar in magnitude as in observations, while at THEMIS C position the357
Vlasiator modeling does not show a similar compression. Looking at Fig. 6a, the dusk-358
side cut through the foreshock shows that the wave amplitudes are large near the bow359
shock, then decrease somewhat, but are largest around 30-40 RE distance. Note that as360
THEMIS B is further upstream compared to THEMIS C, the Vlasiator foreshock starts361
to develop later in the simulation, while at the THEMIS C position the ULF fluctuations362
start sooner.363
Table 2 gives a summary of the detailed comparison between THEMIS and Vlasiator.364
According to the Takahashi et al. [1984] formula, the frequency of upstream ULF waves365
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in the subsolar foreshock should be 0.035 Hz during the THEMIS event, corresponding to366
a period of 29 s. This is in good agreement with the THEMIS data. For the simulated367
case, the Takahashi et al. [1984] formula predicts a period of 27 s using the run cone angle368
and IMF strength, again corresponding well with the simulation values. To compute θkB,369
the observations were subdivided into 2-minute intervals (50% overlap) and minimum370
variance analysis was applied to each interval having 3-second smoothed time series. The371
smoothing was done to remove higher frequency whistler waves known to exist in the372
foreshock alongside the 30-second waves [Hoppe et al., 1981], so that the θkB corresponds373
to the 30-second waves. In the used version of Vlasiator such higher frequency waves are374
not present, and hence the simulation data did not have to be smoothed. The average375
θkB is given as the angle between the average (over the components) minimum variance376
direction and the IMF, whereas the error indicates the directional spread around this377
average direction. The approach is similar to that used by Eastwood et al. [2004, 2005b].378
While the average θkB are slightly larger in Vlasiator than in the observations, there is a379
systematic decrease in θkB further downstream. Furthermore, in the plane defined by the380
magnetic field and solar wind velocity, the k deflection systematically points towards the381
foreshock edge at THB to being more field-aligned at THC. This is common to both the382
observations and Vlasiator. The large spread in the observations is in part due to some383
poor eigenvalue ratios leading to a larger error in minimum variance analysis.384
Figure 10 shows examples of the distribution function observed by THEMIS C observa-385
tions of the ion velocity distribution function (panels a and b), accompanied by a Vlasiator386
distribution function (panels c and d) at THEMIS C location. All data are given in the387
coordinates parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. The times at which the dis-388
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tributions are taken are marked in Fig. 8 by white horizontal bars in panel 8h. Panels 10a389
and 10b respectively are taken outside and during the enhancements in the suprathermal390
ion energy flux visible in Figure 8h, i.e. times when the colorscale is more orange at391
energies 3000-10,000 eV. The enhancements have the same periodicity as the ULF waves.392
The Vlasiator distributions (panels 10c-d) are taken at the THC position in the GIPM393
frame at time t = 500 s and t = 685 s, respectively. The THEMIS C distribution functions394
show that the suprathermal distributions are more field-aligned or intermediate outside395
the enhancements (Figure 10a) and hotter and more diffuse-like during the enhancements396
(Figure 10b). Therefore, the upstream ULF waves may modulate the beam and the shock397
thereby changing the ion distributions as reported by Mazelle et al. [2003] and Meziane et398
al. [2001, 2004]. Vlasiator distributions taken from the THC position and displayed in Fig399
10 first show a relatively hot field aligned / intermediate beam (Fig. 10c), while later the400
distribution is more diffuse (Fig. 10d), in accordance with THEMIS C observations. This401
indicates a temporal dependency within the same location, while the spatial dependency402
of the Vlasiator distribution function is addressed more in Kempf et al. [2015].403
5. Discussion
In this paper we have presented the first detailed modeling results of the ULF foreshock404
wave field under radial IMF conditions using the new Vlasiator simulation, and compared405
them to a representative case from THEMIS data records as well as to long known prop-406
erties of ULF waves from previous studies. The ULF wave periods, propagation angles,407
polarization and wavelengths both in the parallel and perpendicular direction are in ac-408
cordance with previous literature [Le and Russell , 1994; Eastwood et al., 2005a, b; Archer409
et al., 2005]. Note that a typical spacecraft apogee is about 20 RE indicating that the410
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main observational statistical results concern wave properties relatively close to the bow411
shock, while our analysis concerns the entire foreshock. The comparison with THEMIS412
data shows that Vlasiator results at the spacecraft locations are in quantitative agree-413
ment with the observations. The THEMIS data show that the distribution functions are414
modulated with the waves, which has been attributed to wave modulation of the shock415
properties. This is also seen when scrutinising the Vlasiator distribution functions, in416
line with earlier observations [Meziane et al., 2001, 2004]. We therefore conclude that417
the Vlasiator ULF foreshock reproduces the ULF foreshock characteristics such that the418
modeling results can be used to make physical conclusions based on the simulation.419
Even though we present modeling results during stationary solar wind conditions, there420
is considerable variability in the wave characteristics throughout the foreshock. The wave421
characteristics are in agreement with previous statistics [Eastwood et al., 2005a, b] that are422
measured during a variety of solar wind conditions, indicating that the foreshock physics423
is not only driven by external solar wind conditions, but is also influenced by the intrinsic424
properties of the foreshock. The wave characteristics show generally more variability425
near the bow shock, and are more coherent further upstream. This is probably due to426
the more turbulent conditions near the bow shock, where the waves evolve non-linearly427
as they advect, and where the shock rippling also affects the wave field characteristics.428
There is also a considerable variability in the Y direction through the foreshock, which429
we discuss shortly.430
To investigate the oblique propagation, we show in Figure 11 first as a dashed black line431
the Alfvénic dispersion relation of low frequency waves approximated by ω = k∥vA, and432
second as solid lines the dispersion relation of the right-handed elliptically polarized waves433
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for a plasma consisting of a solar wind core and a reflected ion beam population. The434
latter dispersion relation has been obtained using the WHAMP code [e.g., Kempf et al.,435
2013] with parameters representative of the Vlasiator foreshock in the radial run presented436
in this paper. Only the dispersion relation where the growth rate is larger than 0.02 is437
shown. To illustrate the dependence of the dispersion relation on the beam properties,438
we vary the beam density and beam velocity. The black curve represents a plasma with439
beam density nB of 0.5% of the solar wind density, and beam velocity vB of 1200 km/s.440
The red curve is with the same beam velocity with a smaller beam density, while the blue441
curve is with the same beam density with a smaller beam velocity relative to the black442
curve. As can be seen in Fig. 11, the dispersion relation differs qualitatively from the443
standard Alfvénic dispersion relation. To the lowest order, the dispersion relation is of444
the form445
ω = −a(nB)Ωp + b(nB)vBk∥ (1)446
where a and b are positive dimensionless constants depending on the beam density nB,447
Ωp is the proton cyclotron frequency, vB is the beam speed and k∥ is the wave number448
parallel to the magnetic field.449
As the dispersion relation shows, the wave number k depends on the beam speed and450
the beam density. Therefore we present the density and the velocity of the backstreaming451
population relative to the solar wind core population in Figure 12 for three different452
times. The white arrows identify an individual wave front, illustrated with Bz contours.453
To separate the solar wind core population from the backstreaming one, all velocity space454
within a sphere of radius ∼690 km/s centered on the upstream solar wind velocity is455
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considered to be the solar wind population, while the remaining population is considered456
backstreaming. Moments such as the density or velocity are then computed separately for457
each population. The method used to separate the core from the backstreaming part of the458
velocity distribution is correct as long as the backstreaming components have velocities459
higher than the set separation radius. This is the case in large areas of the foreshock within460
several RE of the foreshock edge where fast field-aligned beam populations are seen [Kempf461
et al., 2015]. Deeper in the foreshock, wave-particle interactions perturb more strongly462
the backstreaming populations. In such cases, parts of the backstreaming population can463
be within the separation. Nevertheless in the areas of interest to the following analysis464
the error thus introduced is within 10%, which does not affect the results presented.465
Figures 12a and 12b show that the wave front is born upstream roughly perpendicular466
to the magnetic field. As the wave advects with the solar wind flow towards the bow467
shock (Fig. 12c-f) different parts of it encounter plasma with a slower and more dilute468
beam, making the front oblique close to the foreshock edge. Figure 12c and 12d show469
that the part of the wave front closest to the foreshock edge, where the beam density470
and velocity are larger than in the central foreshock, is bent, while the wave front in the471
central foreshock is less bent. Figure 12e and 12f show that as the wave front gets closer to472
the bow shock, it is extended through a variety of beam densities and velocities, making473
the wave front more oblique also in the central part of the foreshock.474
According to the dispersion relation of the wave, different parts of the wave front will475
have a different k. This suggests that refraction may play a role in the bending of the wave476
fronts also in the radial case that has previously been thought of as a special case where477
the Hada et al. [1987] refraction mechanism has not been thought to operate. Indeed, the478
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Hada et al. [1987] mechanism concerns larger cone angles, where the spatial variation of479
the beam population is caused both by the variation in reflection from the bow shock,480
and the E × B drift that leads to variations in the beam structure. In this paper, the481
influence of the E×B drift is small, and the variation in the beam density and velocity482
is caused by the large-scale structure of the foreshock, where in general the highest beam483
densities and velocities are found at the edges of the foreshock and near the bow shock484
surface. The quantitative analysis of the beam plasma dispersion relation and its effects485
on wave refraction in the foreshock will be the subject of a forthcoming study, however,486
here we can conclude that the wave oblique propagation is due to the variability in the487
beam density and velocity affecting the refractive index. The highest beam velocities488
near the foreshock edges are due to a better reflection angle (θBn) and the fact that there489
the reflected particles can propagate more easily without being scattered by the ULF490
waves, while in the central foreshock the beam particles are subjected to wave-particle491
interactions that modify the beam properties and decelerate the beam particles.492
A clear change in the wave propagation angles appears at backbones or spines originating493
from the bow shock approximately at Y = −12 and 2 RE (see Fig. 1), although their494
places vary in the run. Similar spines are observed in our other runs and also with coarser495
resolution (not shown). They are most prominent in the radial geometry, but can be496
identified also with other IMF orientations, and hence we interpret that they are physical497
and not of numerical origin. Although such spines have not been reported before explicitly,498
in Figure 1 of Blanco-Cano et al. [2009], global wave break points are visible such that499
foreshock edge waves have a different propagation angle compared to the central foreshock.500
These wave break points are quite subtle, which might be a consequence of the number501
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of particles in the simulation of Blanco-Cano et al. [2009]. The Vlasov method, due to502
its continuous and uniform representation of phase space by construction, is somewhat503
more advantageous in modeling beam-driven wave instabilities, and in resolving velocity504
distributions with both low-density and high density regions. While similar phase space505
resolution can be achieved in PIC simulations by e.g. introducing particle splitting, this506
introduces another variable into evaluating the correctness of PIC simulations, as the507
ideal number of particles introduced in a splitting event changes according to the physics508
involved. In the case of Blanco-Cano et al. [2009], Maxwellian particles were split to509
16 solar wind particles, indicating that the mass ratio of Maxwellian vs backstreaming510
particles is 1/16. Typically, Vlasiator’s ratio is several magnitudes larger. While this kind511
of rough density estimate does not provide conclusive evidence in comparing the results512
with Blanco-Cano et al. [2009], it does indicate a possible explanation for the discrepancy.513
To investigate the nature of the spines we highlight their approximate positions as514
dashed white lines in Fig. 12. Figure 12 indicates that at the spine location approximately515
at Y = 2 RE at these time instants, there is a sinusoidal-like backstreaming beam with516
enhanced density moving slowly relative to its surroundings. To investigate the spines in517
time, we present as a supplementary material a movie showing the velocity of the reflected518
particles. In this movie, it is evident that two processes are behind the spines. First, there519
are transient preferential places of reflection at the bow shock, from which denser beams520
are emitted. Through a denser beam, the refractive index would change considerably,521
which would make the wave fronts bend. Second, there is a global structure in the522
foreshock, in which the waves are more easily growing and propagating at the foreshock523
edges, where the density and velocity of the backstreaming population is higher. In the524
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central foreshock the beams travel slower due to the enhanced scattering by the waves, and525
due to less efficient reflection (see also Kempf et al. [2015]). Therefore, there is a global526
variability in the wave propagation between the edges and the central foreshock, leading527
to a wave interference approximately at the spine location. This kind of global structure528
in the foreshock wave field has naturally not been observed, since it would require multiple529
spacecraft around the foreshock, and fortuitous solar wind conditions.530
The large-scale structure of the foreshock beam density and velocity also determines531
the variability of the wave period within the foreshock. The dispersion relation in Eq.532
1 indicates that the wave period and wavelength should be inversely proportional to the533
beam velocity. Indeed, by looking at the dusk foreshock in Fig. 12 and the wave period534
against the distance from the duskside bow shock in Fig. 5 (red dots) we observe that the535
wave period increases roughly with decreasing beam speed. Similarly, in the vicinity of536
the bow shock where the beam speed is larger, the wavelength is smaller (Fig. 6), again537
in line with the dispersion relation.538
In conclusion, we find that the variability of the backstreaming beam density and veloc-539
ity determines the large-scale structure of the foreshock, which affects the wave frequency,540
wavelength and oblique propagation. For observational studies, we predict that the wave541
propagation angle should be larger in the vicinity of the foreshock edge and smaller far542
upstream, and that it would depend heavily on the gradient in the beam density and543
velocity. Similarly, we predict that the foreshock distribution function shapes should cor-544
respond to the spatial variations of the beam density and velocity that may be caused545
by optimal reflection sites from the bow shock or by global wave interference through the546
foreshock.547
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Table 1. Solar wind and IMF parameters for the July 16, 2008 THEMIS observations
compared to the Vlasiator run.
IMF [nT] Cone angle [deg] Density [cm−3] Velocity [km/s]
Vlasiator [−4.9, 0.4, 0] 5 3.3 600
THEMIS [4.8, −1.6, −0.2,] 19 1.8 666
Table 2. Wave characteristics in THEMIS and Vlasiator, using the GIPM coordinate system.
THEMIS data are based on analysis during the period of ULF waves.
THEMIS B Vlasiator THEMIS C Vlasiator
[X, Y , Z]GIPM [16.2, 9.3, −9.1] [16.2, 9.3, 0] [11.3, 9.4, −6.5] [11.3, 9.4, 0]
Period (Bx) 39 s 29 s 32 s 31 s
Period (By) 33 s 26 s 30 s 28 s
Period (Bz) 33 s 26 s 28 s 28 s
Period (B) 39 s 32 s 39 s 31 s
θkB 20
◦±36◦ 24◦±18◦ 10◦±39◦ 15◦±14◦
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Figure 1. a) Color-coding shows Vlasiator’s modeling of logarithm of plasma density within
the Earth’s foreshock at time 500 s from the start of the simulation in SI units, m−3. The black
dots indicate the positions of virtual spacecraft, where data for the analysis are taken from. The
grey dot indicates the position of the virtual spacecraft for which data are given in Figure 2.
The two red dots indicate the positions of THEMIS C (closer to shock surface) and THEMIS
B (further from the shock surface), for reference. b) Example of the distribution function at
position [X, Y ] = [18, −5] RE (colored with a grey dot) as a cut in the velocity XZ plane, again
in SI units, s3m−6.
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Figure 2. Time series of the virtual spacecraft in Fig. 1 from the position [X, Y ] = [18, −5]RE.
a) Plasma density, b) magnetic field intensity, c)-e) x, y, and z components of the magnetic field,
respectively, against time in simulation.
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Figure 3. a) Histogram of the wave periods from the virtual spacecraft positions in Fig. 1,
evaluated from the Fourier transform of the magnetic field z component. b) Histogram of the
wave propagation directions with respect of the ambient IMF (θkB), evaluated using the virtual
spacecraft time series in the minimum variance analysis.
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Figure 4. Color-coding shows the simulation Bz component representing an Alfvénic distur-
bance, while the contours are taken from By illustrating the wave fronts. The arrows are the
x and y components of the minimum variance directions calculated from the virtual spacecraft
magnetic field temporal data. The red, green and blue lines in the dusk, central, and dawn edge
of the foreshock, respectively, are used to illustrate where data are taken for the wavelength
analysis discussed in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5. a) Wave period against virtual spacecraft location on X axis, with those periods
based on time series of virtual spacecraft located in the dusk (dawn) side foreshock as red (blue).
b) Wave propagation direction with respect to the IMF direction against the virtual spacecraft
location on X axis with similar color-coding as in panel a).
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Figure 6. a)-c) Bz component taken at the dusk, central and dawn side of the foreshock,
respectively, along the distance of red, green, and blue lines illustrated in Fig. 4. Distance is
evaluated as
√
X2 + Y 2 + Y 2 of the line coordinates. The data are taken at lines which are
cuts through space at the time instant 500 s, when the foreshock is fully developed. Panel d)
shows the wavelength of the Bz components in panels a)-c), using the same color-coding. The
wavelength is evaluated as a distance between peak values, and plotted as a function of distance
on the line.
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Figure 7. Polarization of the foreshock wave field at virtual spacecraft position [18, -5]RE
during 255.5 − 474.5 s (see Fig. 2), with the IMF direction out of the plane towards the viewer.
The open dot marks the start of the data set, indicating that the wave is left-handed in the
virtual spacecraft frame of reference.
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Figure 8. THEMIS B observations for a) magnetic field components Bx, By, Bz in blue,
green, and red, respectively, and magnetic field intensity (black), b) density (as measured both
form ions, and electrons in red and blue, respectively), c) velocity components vx, vy, and vz
in blue, green and red, respectively, and speed (black) and d) ion energy spectrogram with the
color indicating differential energy flux. Panels e-h) show the observations from THEMIS C in
the same format.
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Figure 9. a-b) Vlasiator results at THEMIS B and c-d) THEMIS C spacecraft position. Panels
a) and c) are the magnetic field components Bx, By, Bz in blue, green, and red, respectively, and
magnetic field intensity (black). Panels b) and d) are the density.
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Figure 10. a-b) THEMIS C respectively outside and during the enhancements in the suprather-
mal ion energy flux visible in Figure 8h. Panels c-d) are the Vlasiator distributions taken at the
THC position in the GIPM frame at time t = 500 s and t = 685 s, respectively. Note that the
IMF in the simulation is antiparallel to the THEMIS data, hence the beams are also antiparallel
in this projection, making the distribution function mirrored.
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Figure 11. Dispersion relation of parallel propagating right-hand polarized unstable waves in
a beam plasma, with varying beam density and velocity, color-coded as indicated in the legend.
Displayed also are the Alfvénic dispersion relation and the resonance conditions for the two beam
velocities.
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Figure 12. Density (left column) and velocity relative to the solar wind core population (right
column) of the backstreaming population, for three time instants, 450 s (first row), 510 s (second
row), and 570 s (bottom row). Contour lines show Bz at values −0.01 nT (blue) and 0.01 nT
(red) illustrating wave fronts. The white arrows identify an individual wave front, being born
perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, and later becoming oblique (see text for details).
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